The total function is ( ), , . ,
The Multicriteria DecisionMaking Problem
Assume there are H objective functions for the decision-maker:
where,
Total (Production) Time:
Total Risk:
The decision-maker seeks to
:
Assume the decision-maker weights the various objectives with weight w h associated with objective function h.
Hence we have the following optimization problem
With three criteria, cost, time, and risk, the optimization problem can be expressed as:
The optimal solution f* to problem (1) is equivalent to the solution of the following variational inequality problem:
Where is the gradient of the function Z.
The Knowledge Supernetwork Optimality Conditions At optimality, all the utilized paths (i.e. those with positive flow) for a product connecting an O/D pair have equal and minimal generalized marginal total costs. Incorporate various related elements (networks) into the supernetwork structure View problems in a systematic way to see the whole picture Incorporate multicriteria into the decisionmaking process to capture the sometimes conflict issues The model provides us the optimal allocation of activities and the allocation of resources It also will allow us to see the dynamic of the changes in reaching the optimal solution
